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Abstract

Iranian traditional architecture can be identified in many of its old famous buildings in the country. The principles and specifications in these buildings show the intelligence of implemented techniques that makes them to remain stable. Thus, it is important to explore the traditional structures and architectural technologies in order to understand the reasons for this stability toward the new methods in modern architecture. Many of historical buildings in Iran have remained standing after many years and they show the deep wisdom of their architects. In this article, we refer to Tekye-Amir-Chakhmagh in Yazd as our case study, which is one of the most important and noticeable examples of Iranian traditional architecture. In introducing Amir-Chakhmagh Complex, we analyzed the specifications and fundamental elements that played the important role in stability and sustainability of Tekye-Amir-Chakhmagh and thereafter we assessed the technologies that were used intelligently and intricately in this historical building. The profound understanding of traditional technologies provided architects with more suitable instances which can’t be replaced with incompatible imitation of blindly-imported technologies introduced into current Iranian structures. In fact, the old technology will be a new suitable way to reach the compatible vernacular structures. In this research, information is collected with field study and library resources. Finally, structure specifications are studied with drawings and structural analysis and as conclusion the suggestions will be presented.